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Abstract
From January 2018 until the end of July 2018, I have been working on making the
documentary Female Kings. This essay includes all the information about the production and execution of the documentary.
The documentary is about three female feminist artists. The three artists talk about
one feminist issue each. In every occasion, the artist is working with the feminist subject that they are discussing in the documentary. The three subjects are: motherhood, the
rape culture and laughter and the shock factor as tools for Feminism. All of the artists
are born after 1985. That is because I wanted to grasp what contemporary feminist
artists in Iceland are working with and what they are trying to tackle today.
The essay is divided into four parts. The first part collects and explains on a theoretical level all the information on: motherhood, the rape culture and laughter and the
shock factor as tools for Feminism, in connection to the artists working with these subjects in the documentary Female Kings. This part of the essay focuses on completing the
documentary as a project.
The second part puts greater emphasis on documentary as a medium. In this part, I
use academic material, mostly from Bill Nichols, Stella Bruzzi and Julia Lesage. I
wanted to clarify what a documentary is academically, and not only from an aesthetic
perspective. I also wanted to proceed with a feminist gaze, in order to give my essay a
more present perspective.
The third part emphasises the technical procedure of the actualisation of the documentary as a creative platform. It includes all the technical material and equipment I used in
order to complete the documentary. It also includes the information about the visual and
audio material exhibited in the documentary.
In the end comes the conclusion about the project Female Kings as a whole and all
the material used for its completion as an academic piece of work.
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Útdráttur
Frá janúar 2018 til loka júlí 2018, hef ég unnið að því að gera heimildarmyndina
Female Kings. Í þessari ritgerð eru allar upplýsingar um framleiðslu og framkvæmd
heimildarmyndarinnar.
Myndin fjallar um þrjár kvenkyns femínískar listakonur, sem hver um sig ræðir eitt
femínískt málefni. Í öllum tilfellum eru þær að vinna að verkefnum tengdum málefninu
sem þær ræða í heimildarmyndinni. Viðfangsefnin þrjú eru: móðurhlutverkið, nauðgunarmenning og hlátur og „shock factor“ í notkun femínisma. Allar listakonurnar eru fæddar eftir 1985. Það er vegna þess að ég vildi skilja hvað samtímalistamenn á Íslandi eru
að vinna með og reyna að takast á við í dag.
Ritgerðin er í fjórum hlutum. Fyrsti hluti fjallar um og útskýrir á fræðilegan hátt
ýmsar upplýsingar um: móðurhlutverkið, nauðgunarmenningu og hlátur og „shock factor“ í notkun femínisma, í tengslum við listakonurnar sem vinna með þessi málefni í
heimildarmyndinni Female Kings. Verkefnið í heild sinni felst í ritgerðinni og heimildarmyndinni. Þessi hluti ritgerðarinnar lýkur heimildarmyndinni sem verkefni.
Annar hlutinn leggur meiri áherslu á heimildarmyndir sem miðil. Í þessum hluta
notaði ég fræðilegt efni, aðallega frá Bill Nichols, Stella Bruzzi og Julia Lesage. Ég vildi útskýra hvað heimildarmyndin er í fræðilegu tilliti og ekki bara frá fagurfræðilegu
sjónarhorni.
Mig langaði líka til að halda áfram með femínískt sjónarhorn til þess að gefa ritgerðinni minni sjónarhorn nútímans.
Í þriðja lagi er lögð áhersla á tæknilegar aðferðir við gerð heimildarmyndarinnar
sem skapandi vettvang. Það felur í sér allt tæknilegt efni og búnað sem ég notaði til þess
að ljúka heimildarmyndinni. Það felur einnig í sér upplýsingar um mynd- og hljóðefni
sem birt er í heimildarmyndinni.
Að lokum kemur niðurstaða verkefnisins Female Kings og allt efni sem notað var
til að kljúka myndbandinu og þessu fræðilega verkefni.
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1. Introduction
The motivation behind this paper is to give an insight into the process of making
the documentary Female Kings as a medium. The position paper has been built up with
the use of academic articles and books. Different scholars have been used for the three
different subjects that Female Kings describes but also the definition of documentary as
a medium. The academic research focused on motherhood, the rape culture and laughter and the shock factor as feminist tools. While they could be three different essays
rather than one, this essay frames their present circumscription in a short and comprehensive manner. The academic research seeks to complete the artists’ work on these
three subjects. For instance, motherhood is describing a working artist who decides to
have a child and what and how this decision affects her life, as a woman and an artist
with different roles. Motherhood also encourages the reader to think of new ways to
perceive the parental role within the sphere of art and social representations of the
mother in general. Furthermore, the concept of rape culture is being described and explained, since it is a rather new term that the audience needs to understand well and digest completely. This essay attempts to spread knowledge on what the rape culture is
and change the balance between the rape victim and the rape offender. Laughter and the
shock factor are used as methods that feminists use today to express their opinion on
society’s imbalances, in an entertaining way.
The essay also projects the importance and ethical side of documentaries as a way
to mediate knowledge in society. The work of Bill Nichols and feminist academics such
as Julia Lesage, who has been working within the Feminist Film spectrum contribute to
the reasoning of the project. Also, material from the three feminist artists’ work is
showed in the documentary as proof and example of the documentary’s content. The
project (the documentary and essay together) is visual and academic, and it is most of
all important to remember that the project is for the audience’s advantage, development
and use.
While the documentary is less than 30 minutes long, it is impossible to provide a
complete discussion on its subject matter, motherhood, the rape culture and laughter
and the shock factor as Feminist tools. However, the essay provides a frame for these
three subjects on an academic level.
"4

The project could offer academic support to Cultural, Film, Gender and Art History
Studies. That is because it provides information about the feminist situations and issues
that Icelandic feminist artists are currently working on and attempting to solve. The
purpose of the documentary is to make more feminists and their issues more visible, in
order to make feminist thinking and the female body more acceptable in a society of
male gaze. Even though, Iceland is the number one country in equality1, equality has not
yet been achieved completely anywhere. Therefore, because the project is filmed in the
best possible location (Iceland) in terms of equality, it aims to function as an example
for the rest of the planet.

2. What is Female Kings’ content?
2.1. The reasons for the project
The purpose of this project was personal and sociopolitical.
The goal was to collect in one project information about where Feminism stands
today and what are the present feminist challenges in the contemporary Western society,
with examples from Iceland, the country with the highest score in equality.
On one hand, through the visual mediation documentaries offer, I wanted to
achieve a more direct grasp, especially for the older generations in this society, of what
Feminism in general and feminist art work intend to achieve today. Sometimes the older
generations hold conservative beliefs and if they are informed about the goals of the
newest generations of feminists, they can perhaps adopt a different perspective on the
issues that feminists attempt to resolve.
My personal reason for wanting to create this project, was the creative exploration
that I wanted to attain through the use of Final Cut Pro X. I learned so many things in
the process of making a video and it gave me a wider perspective on movie making. The
reason I chose to work on Feminism was because I wanted to achieve a better under-

World Economic Forum,“The Global Gender Gap Report 2017.”, Insight Report,
published November 2, 2017, accessed July 3, 2018, www.weforum.org/reports/the-globalgender-gap-report-2017.
1
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standing of my own beliefs regarding the issues of rape, motherhood and extreme but
funny Feminism.

2.2. The starting stage of the idea
When I decided to start my final project in Applied Studies in Culture and Communication (Hagnýt menningarmiðlun), I knew I wanted to combine my three personal interests: politics, Gender Studies and art. I knew my project had to do with Feminism,
since my personal aim in everything I do, involves human rights, inclusion and specifically women’s liberation and promotion.
I also knew I wanted to do something more creative and since I could not paint- as
my background is not in Fine Arts- in the Department of Applied Studies in Culture and
Communication, I wanted to create a video and work with a professor who was already
an artist, filmmaker and feminist herself, Halla Kristín Einarsdóttir. I believe studying
Feminism is very important, but the mentor guiding you, is equally important to draw
your passion in your project.
The domain of Gender Studies is comprehensive and it is possible to get involved
with different fields of study and sectors within it, for example, Gender Studies and
Workforce or Gender Studies and Psychoanalysis, Feminism and Art History and so on.
With this project I wanted to locate what interested me in this field. What would
fascinate me to study next? Therefore, it had to be personal. The intension was absolutely narcissistic. But, I support that the personal is political. I wanted to research parts of
Feminism that I had not explored before. Parts that already had or would have an influence on my life somehow, in my present or future.
One day, scrolling on Facebook, I came across to the music video Pussypics2. The
videoclip consists mostly of female genitalia, partially during period. The most important were the comments below the video! Boys and girls, people claiming to be feminists as well, commented that this compared to a boy masturbating (of course not the
same to a girl masturbating). That it was neither art nor Feminism.

“Pussypics-Anna Tara ft. Solla (prod. BLKPRTY)” produced 2017, 3:02, posted by “Anna
Tara Andrésdóttir”, October 2017, https://annatara1.vids.io/videos/d49addb91711e3ce5c/
pussypics-anna-tara-ft-solla-prod-blkprty .
2
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The video was taken down from Facebook the following day and was discussed in
the Academy of Fine Arts the following morning, where I was visiting friends. The
opinions were mixed, but always included the factor of humiliation when a pussy is
seen.
That clicked in me! I considered it raw Feminism, and I experienced the shock factor myself, in a positive way. I had found my starting point.
Why did they take it down from social media? Why so much fuss about THE
PUSSY to begin with? What has Feminism come to today? Is agnosia and/or ignorance
for Feminism a common phenomenon still today? Even in Iceland? People reacted to it,
in a way similar to the analogy extreme vs. puritanism. To me it was funny and mindopening, why not to them too?
Anna Tara was on my checklist.

I posted an article on Facebook about women’s body hair on their arms and feet. A
cousin of mine (male in his early 40s) made a sexist comment and -of course- had an
opinion on how women should appear on the beach, since women still today, unfortunately, are an aesthetic object to men. I thought of Vigdís Howser, the rapper in Reykjavíkurdætur, who had a picture of herself with hair under her armpits on social media. I
consider it completely natural to be as you want, and I wanted to discuss body politics
with another feminist. I had spoken with a person I did not agree, I was curious to speak
to one I agreed with.
Like Anna Tara, Vigdís was positive about meeting me and helping me with my
feministic project.

I am 27 years old and my mother had three kids by my age. But times have
changed in the Western world. What happens if I want to be a “girlboss3” (a woman
who builds a successful career and life, because she takes responsibility for it) and a
mother too? I felt like that was somehow a contradiction. I am afraid that, with a baby, I
will fade away and lose my colour and die, while at the same time I will not have been a
proper mother to the non-existent child in my thought.
3

Sofia Amoruso, #GIRLBOSS (New York, Penguin Group, 2014).
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This is how the first thoughts on motherhood and subjectivity began. While I always smile to the mothers walking down Laugavegur with their babies, I fear that
motherhood kills the badass in women. I don’t want that for myself in the future. How
do women change when becoming mothers? Why do women change with motherhood
How do mother artists perceive this notion? Since motherhood has always been congratulated and socially appreciated, why do I feel it may be an obstacle to my personal
existence as a person? I don’t want only motherhood to define me as a woman.
See, I am a feminist but I still have to excavate within me all the gender bias society taught me, and unlearn it too.
When I was taking some courses in the Academy of Fine Arts, I met an artist who
had been working a lot with the concept of motherhood herself. Her name was Camilla
Reuter and I contacted her for this project. Camilla, as a feminist and a mother herself,
agreed to help!
By the end of this process, I had collected three topics that had influenced me, and
concerned feminist artists today. I wanted to collect information on these themes in order to find out what I represent as a contemporary woman, feminist and perhaps one day
a mother. I was interested in all of them, because they were subjects of the present time.
It was Feminism in 2018.

2.3. Why feminist artists and not feminist academics?
There are several reasons I wanted to work with artists.
Firstly, I am personally interested in Fine Arts and I believe that through art a message can be much more easily absorbed, in a very comforting way.
Secondly, I wanted to work with artists because the project alone would be creative. Exhibiting their art work would enrich the production of the documentary.
Thirdly, and most importantly, is that artists are easier to persuade the audience for
change. Often, artists have been a force moving the audience towards specific attitudes
and beliefs for instance in Punk Culture, Surrealism and others, which I will not analyse, since it would be of another’s essay index.
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Most of the time artists have a very provocative attitude towards the established
political agenda or political thinking. Artists are very often open-minded and can be an
example of open-mindedness for their audience45.
In comparison to any other occupation, even academia, artists are somehow closer
to the audience. They are to some extent their representative, but their teacher as well.
Artists could have the same role as priests in the Christian church perhaps 100 years
ago. Artists are the society’s judge but also the advisor.
I could not see any other group of people more representative of feminist change
and visual expression than artists. Therefore their selection was for both practical reasons, as in the sense they would enrich my documentary with audio and visual material,
but also because they are so very political and revolutionary in their attitude, that for the
feminist goal that Female Kings serves, artists were the only shoe that fit perfectly. At
least in my own eyes.

2.4. The Subject of Female Kings
The movie consists of representations of three contemporary feminist artists and the
reasons why they work on their selected feminist issue. Feminism covers a variety of
issues that very often are entangled with one another but it is important to separate
them, in order to have a clearer vision of what Feminism aims to achieve in the different
fields of social life.
The three subjects that the project will look into are: motherhood, the rape culture
and laughter and the shock factor as feminist tools. The project attempts to collect information on how the mother is being represented and understood today, how society
struggles within the boundaries of rape culture and how feminists attempt to make their
message more appealing for their audience. The approach is through three different
artists in Reykjavik, each of whom works individually on these three subjects.
Tom Jacobs, “DO THE ARTS OPEN HEARTS? New NEA-funded research finds a link between altruistic behaviour and attending cultural events”, Pacific Standard, 5 November, 2012,
accessed August 26, 2018, http://psmag.com/social-justice/need-help-try-a-lover-of-thearts-49123.
4

Nancy Lampert, “Critical Thinking Dispositions as an Outcome of Art Education”, Studies in
Art Education, Vol. 47, No. 3 (Spring, 2006): 215-228, accessed August 25, 2018, https://
www.jstor.org/stable/25475782?seq=1&cid=pdf-reference#references_tab_contents.
5
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2.4.1. Motherhood
Women today, in western countries, who decide to become mothers are far less
likely to leave their professional life entirely in order to become a parent in comparison
to many women even a generation ago. Men also participate much more in the parental
responsibilities than a generation ago and many countries have started supporting parents with parental leaves6 . The importance of the father’s participation is being justified
as a moral responsibility now than couple of generations before7, even though it hasn’t
reached completely equal participation between the two parents in many countries.
Today women aim to gain skills and education, they control their fertility and attempt to earn an income that can sustain them independently in the consumeristic culture8. Many women today prefer to attain first the economic advantages of education
and employment and then become parents. For instance, it is somehow observed as less
successful to become a teenage mother than generations ago. Motherhood is also not
perceived as a woman’s only aim in life9. Women have evolved in the years that have
passed and so has motherhood.
Camilla Reuter is an artist and a mother. She has been working a lot with the concept of motherhood in her work of art. For instance her exhibition Twelve Months explored the transformation of the mother’s psyche and body10. In Female Kings Camilla
explains that as a young mother and an artist, she wants to have an exchange between
her art and her role as a mother. As she says, her art has always been influenced by her

6 Alison

Stone, Feminism, Psychoanalysis, and Maternal subjectivity, (New York: Routledge,
2012), 16.
7

Glenda Wall, ´´How involved is involved fathering? An exploration of the contemporary culture of father´´, GENDER&SOCIETY, Vol. 21 No. 4 (2007): 509-510.
doi: https://doi.org/10.1177/0891243207304973
Kim Allen and Jayne Osgood, “Young women negotiating maternal subjectivities: the signifi cance of social class”, Studies in the Maternal, Vol.1, issue 2 (2009), : 2.
doi: https://doi.org/10.16995/sim.104
8

9

ibid., 3-4.

“Einkasýning: Camilla Patricia Reuter”, Academy of Fine Arts in Iceland, Nov 2016, accessed July 20, 2018, https://lhi.is/event/einkasyning-camilla-patricia-reuter.
10
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own personal life and experiences11. When she became a mother Camilla wanted to exhibit that in her art.
In Female Kings, Camilla refers to all the positive and negative feelings a mother
experiences within motherhood12 . It is important to underline that today, women express
the negative side of motherhood, as well as the positive 13. Today, the attention is not
only given to the child’s existence and creation, but also to the emotional well-being of
the mother as a person. Women have recently become more open about the negative experience, both of the body and the mind of the pregnant woman and then mother. Rebecca Campbell, who is an artist and mother based in L.A., recalls a moment of her not
wanting to endure the role of motherhood, when she had already given birth to her
twins. As she explains, she could not handle becoming a mother and that it is a difficult
role for a woman to endure. She adds that when a woman becomes a mother, there is no
going back to her child-free self 14.
By becoming a mother, the woman suddenly becomes estranged from her past life
of being the single subject in her life15. It can be an overwhelming level of sudden responsibility. Camilla explains that when she had to do things that she used to do when
she was child-free, she would become guilty for having these needs. For instance,
Camilla decided to travel to Germany in order to be part of an art residency. Art residencies give artists a great opportunity to explore their artistic self and collaborate with
other artists in places other than their own base. Camilla confirms that being away from
her baby for a short period of time, but also going out to have fun with friends in another country away from home, can make a mother feel guilty. Even though women still
have fun today while being mothers, knowing that they are not the only responsible
caretaker of their children, many women experience a feeling of guilt or anxiety at least
“Female Kings Final”, Youtube Video, 4:50-5:20, posted by “ruri sigriðardottir”, September
2, 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5wK2WMsqiI&feature=youtu.be.
11

12

ibid., 5:53-6:31.

13 Alison

Stone, Feminism, Psychoanalysis, and Maternal subjectivity, (New York: Routledge,
2012), 15.
“Artist and Mother” ARTBOUND season 9, episode 7,10:51-11:41, produced by
KCETLINK, August 5, 2018, https://www.kcet.org/shows/artbound/episodes/artist-and-mother.
14

15 Alison

Stone, Feminism, Psychoanalysis, and Maternal subjectivity, (New York: Routledge,
2012), 13.
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momentarily, even in comparison
to fathers 16. As Camilla explains, it
is not that having fun makes the
mother feel guilty, it is the thought
of not being with the child that
does 17. It is as if when mothers do
things without their children, they
self-question their selves as good
enough for their role as parents,
while fathers experience the same
doubts far less.
On another level, in Art History, up
to the end of the 19th century the
representation of women has been by men, including representations of their role as
mothers18. It is a more common practice since the 20th century for motherhood to be
represented by female and often mother artists. That is because there were very few female artists up until then. In the 20th century the tradition of the mother-child relationship started being represented not from the point of view of the male gaze19, but from
the female perspective and experience. The most known representation of motherhood
up until then was the one of Virgin Mary, the non-sexual mother of “God”.
In more recent years artists question the mother’s representation in art and add
new definitions to the term as well. Niki Berg’s self-portrait with Mother (picture 1)20,
is a picture Niki took of herself and her mother, both naked. Both are “not young” anyGlenda Wall, ´´How involved is involved fathering? An exploration of the contemporary cul ture of father´´, GENDER&SOCIETY, Vol. 21 No. 4 (2007): 515-516.
doi: https://doi.org/10.1177/0891243207304973
16

“Female Kings Final”, Youtube Video, 7:40-8:15, posted by “ruri sigriðardottir”, September
2, 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5wK2WMsqiI&feature=youtu.be.
17

“Artist and Mother” ARTBOUND season 9, episode 7, 17:40- 17:52, produced by
KCETLINK, August 5, 2018, https://www.kcet.org/shows/artbound/episodes/artist-and-mother.
18

19

ibid., 40:55-41:10.

Niki Berg, Self Portrait with Mother as Landscape, III, 1982, C print 4.64 cm x 50.8 cm,
courtesy of Niki Berg, accessed July 10, 2018, https://paddle8.com/work/niki-berg/16833-SelfPortrait-with-Mother-as-Landscape/.
20
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more. It is somehow disturbing to realise that a middle-aged body of a mother, with her
already not young daughter (the artist herself) naked, is bizarre in a culture that only
infuses female sexuality as virginal and not parental. This is where the artist attempts to
question the stereotype of the non-sexual maternal body; for many years the mother’s
body has been observed as the carrier of a baby, and is not sexual anymore. The mother’s body is in use for production and
that is its main purpose. Of course this
is a false belief, but that is why the
sexuality of a woman after becoming
a mother has not been represented until very recently, and mainly through
feminist artists and theorists21.
The experience of motherhood is partially material. The body of the mother undergoes immerse changes for at
least nine months of the mother’s
pregnancy. The recent representation
of motherhood includes that as well.
Alice Neel’s pregnancy series denied
the western representation of pregnant
women22. Neel, a mother of four,
wanted to depict the new social position of motherhood. Her paintings of
pregnant women preserve their sexuality, with them being naked and looking into the
eyes of the viewer. For Neel, the realistic representation of a mother was a “part of

21

Jo Anna Isaak, Feminism & Contemporary Art: The Revolutionary Power of Women´s Laugh ter (USA and Canada, Routledge, 2010), 155.
Katie M. Bye, "Identity, Sexuality, and the Body: Alice Neel’s Pregnancy Series, 1964-1978”,
Senior Capstone Theses (2017): 25, accessed July 10, 2018, https://scholarworks.arcadia.edu/
senior_theses/27 .
22
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life”23. The pregnant woman is still a woman that can be sexy. The mother is a sexual
being that experiences changes in her body and mind.
In her art Camilla exhibits the pregnant body as a metamorphosis into motherhood.
The problem though, that Camilla came across as an artist and mother was that art connected to motherhood and children is often considered an expired art subject24. Motherhood is somehow not considered an interesting subject in art representation in recent
years. Even Jori Finkel, a journalist at the New York Times and the Art Newspaper,
agrees that in the art world motherhood is considered to be “off limits” in comparison to
for instance sex and/or politics25.
Finkel also maintains that big exhibitions about motherhood have not been given
special attention by institutions such as TATE and the Museum of Contemporary Art in
New York26.
Micol Hebron, Gallery Tally founder, artist and professor at Chapman University,
explains that even today the majority of representation in the art world is male, including art reviews, catalogues, and even solo exhibitions27 . If the majority of represented
artists is male, there is of course less chance of artistic exploration and representation of
motherhood to be viewed by others.
It is very important to explore motherhood, especially today, when mothers are no
longer depicted as asexual bodies and motherhood is not their only role. It is important
to add up to the unrepresented reality of contemporary motherhood. Especially while
the spectrum of motherhood itself has changed. Motherhood can be explored in terms of
gay parenthood for instance. In the 1990s Catherine Opie captured the gay and lesbian
community in L.A. and perceived the body as a way to explore gender’s fluidity (pic-

23

ibid., 24.

“Female Kings Final”, Youtube Video, 5:36-5:54 and 8:15-8:48, posted by “ruri sigriðardottir”, September 2, 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5wK2WMsqiI&feature=youtu.be.
24

“Artist and Mother” ARTBOUND season 9, episode 7, 14:10-14:22, produced by
KCETLINK, August 5, 2018, https://www.kcet.org/shows/artbound/episodes/artist-and-mother.
25

26

ibid., 14:40-15:02.

27

ibid., 14:25-14:40.
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ture 2)28 . Ten years
l a t e r, n o w a s a
mother, the same
body has become a
mother’s body too.
The sight of the
word “pervert”,
scratched on Opie’s
chest in the 90s as a
sign of not being
straight and not being traditional or
generally accepted,
now has faded
away. The contradiction of the word
pervert and seeing
the artist breastfeeding and being a
mother, explain the
new ways to explore motherhood in
a way that has not been represented in past years and definitely not centuries ago (picture 3)29.
The mother’s body of materiality, the state of mind the mother undergoes through
the process of having a baby and the perplexity of motherhood in a queer society, need

Catherine Opie, Self-Portrait/Pervert, 1994, C print 101.6 cm x 75.9 cm, copyright Catherine
Opie, Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York Purchased 2003, https://www.guggenheim.org/artwork/12201.
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further exploration in art. Contemporary motherhood has changed and Camilla reminds
us of the the importance of focus on motherhood as a part of being both a woman but an
artist as well. By separating them completely, art representation would be incomplete.

2.4.2. The rape culture
The term “rape culture” is a definition of our society, which endorses and upholds
rape, by teaching males and females that is normal in sexual relationships the male to be
aggressive and dominant to the female30. Every year since 2011 all the “sluts” in Reykjavik walk down the main streets of the town as a reminder that female bodies are important and that rape culture has to be eliminated. The great service that the Slut Walk
has achieved is to open up a dialogue in society about the rape culture, the negative long
term results of degrading vocabulary in people’s daily life, such as “slut” or “cunt”, and
many more and the importance of speaking out about sexual assault as the offender’s
problem and shame and not the victim’s.
The vocabulary used in contemporary societies can often be derogatory towards
women, and it can create the beginning phase of a possible rape or assault. As Sharon
Marcus puts it the “language of rape”, such as “helvítis tussan þín = deviled slut of
yours” in Iceland, step by step builds up the momentum before rape in so many instances31. The belittling use of female words or the pornification of womanhood in
grammar is one of the major problems behind the rape culture regime. People who use
these words to insult one another are often the naive perpetrator who sustains the problem of rape culture. That means that many people who not only don’t support rape, but
are even against it, are often those who use this derogatory vocabulary and therefore
participate in the continuation of the root problem of rape culture, the degrading vocabulary of the female.

Dianne F. Herman, “The Rape Culture”, Women: A Feminist Perspective, edited by Jo Freeman,Edition 4. (1989): 52, accessed July 10, 2018, http://homepage.smc.edu/delpiccolo_guido/
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It is important to note that when faced with abuse, even verbal abuse, a woman often freezes and sustains the idea of feminine powerlessness (of not answering, not acting)32 and the male utilises that fear to take advantage of the feminine in order to reaffirm the same misogynistic inequalities and humiliation that the rape culture promotes.
This could mean everything from degrading vocabulary to rape. The belittling vocabulary of women or something female can lead to rape and rape recycles patriarchy, where
the power relationships suggest that the male is acceptable to domineer over females33.
In Female Kings, Vigdís Howser, a rapper in Fever Dream and former member of
the feminist collective band Reykjavíkurdætur, explains that she “froze” when a man
followed her on her way home when she was fifteen and then assaulted her. Vigdís reaffirms that women are taught to be passive, scared and somehow pre-assume that the
male is stronger, while the male is aggressive in behaviour34.
On the other hand, when offenders were asked why they raped their victims, all the
answers functioned as a sort of proof of their competence as “real” men, by dominating
over the other in an aggressive manner. This is what rape means to the offenders. It is an
act where the male conquers the female as a practice of domination, because assaulting
anything female is immediately an act of being male. Maleness to them is the act of rejecting anything feminine in a violent way35.
Also, within the framework of rape culture, the blame is projected onto the victim.
In that case however, even if someone would hypothesise that it is a matter of how
beautiful or sexy the victim is, the interesting fact is that the age of rape victims vary
from very young (6 months) to 93 years old36.
An exhibition in Brussels about the clothes that rape victims were wearing when
the incident occurred, reassures that it is not how the victim is dressed up either, but
32
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how the offender believes that the victim’s femininity should be dominated37. This is
poisonous and aggressive masculinity.
Vigdís adds that it is important for girls to have a different reaction to dangerous
situations than a passive one. She recommends that girls should try to not freeze but attempt to escape from the situation either by fleeing away or even fighting back3839.
Vigdís, as a rape victim herself and an artist, speaks out through her music about rape,
and becomes an example to other rape victims to follow her lead but also empowers
them and establishes that the shame of rape is on the offender.
Rape does not occur because of the victim’s “seductiveness”40. Nor does it happen
because of their outfits, but it happens because of the wrong hegemonic patriarchy,
permeated to men as poisonous male thinking, that women somehow and more or less
owe them to satisfy the male needs, whether that is sexual intercourse or even tenderness41. Women owe only to themselves to satisfy their sexual needs and they should
only be tender if they want to. Women have the right to disagree, to not want and to reject situations. Women are most definitely not an object to be used for the satisfaction of
men. Contact of any kind must be mutual and that is what tenderness and sexual intercourse should be about in the first place.
As Vigdís mentions in Female Kings, boys need to learn from an early age whether
they have the consent to do something and what their limits are, for instance in contact-
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ing and touching another person physically42. As research conducted on the issue shows,
it is shocking that the offender’s profile is often the one of the “boy next door”. The offender is normal in behaviour, looks and sexual needs 43. But from an early age boys are
allowed to be aggressive in behaviour 44. For instance, phrases such as “boys will be
boys” embody this aggressiveness as normally male and allow it to be expressed.
Vigdís continues to say it is acceptable, if not even important, that boys are influenced by behaviours accepted as feminine45, such as the ability to express one’s feelings, highlighting the importance to eliminate aggressive and domineering masculinity
in general.
Feminism in art and in general has created a space where people can understand the
importance of unlearning language patterns and behaviours and can learn a new type of
relationship between the male and female, where there is mutual consent, respect and
security. It has also highlighted that female representation and female body representation (dress code, nakedness) is not the problem causing rapes.
Vigdís explains that as a teenager, music helped her a lot at times. She continues to
say that young women can identify with artists who speak about issues that they have
been through, such as an assault46. She herself, through her music, is attempting to raise
women’s voice on feminist issues and speak out about rape. She explains that attitude is
important in order to be heard and that rap offers that. Also, as a performer, like many
other feminists Vigdís can promote non-traditional female representation and have an
influence on the audience. She explains that as an artist, she can play a specific performing role in front of the audience47. On the cover of Fever Dream’s album Nom De
“Female Kings Final”, Youtube Video, 13:40-14:09, posted by “ruri sigriðardottir”, September 2, 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5wK2WMsqiI&feature=youtu.be.
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Guerre on Soundcloud, Vigdís is exposing her hairy armpits, thereby keeping her sexiness and reclaiming it from the patriarchal traditional way of male gaze and representation of the female body48. In her lyrics she refers to the Free the Nipple campaign, a
campaign that promotes the legal ability for women to be topless, as men can and thus,
eliminate the idea that female breasts are a sexual object for the male gaze49. She has
also often performed topless herself50.
Art can become a contagious means of change. Much like in the art performance
“carry that weight”, where Emma Sulkowicz, a Columbia University senior, carried a
mattress around Columbia University’s campus for a year as a protest against her rape
from a fellow student on campus, such is the art of Vigdís Howser and the rest of artists
working against the rape culture’s framework. It is protest art and can give bigger audiences and even institutions such as universities the chance to take active measures towards the elimination of rape culture51. Artists like Vigdís Howser make a private issue
a public problem to be solved.

2.4.3. Laughter and the shock factor as feminist tools
The feminist use of laughter is the optimistic perspective the feminist brings to the
audience that agrees. It is not that all feminists are funny, but it is that humor is being
used as a tool for feminist persuasion and feminist applause. As Anna Tara Andrésdóttir
explains in Female Kings, by using humor feminists can make the audience listen to
them more easily 52.
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In the introduction of “Feminism and Revolutionary Art”, there is a part where the
writer references a movie called “A question of silence” (1973). In the referenced scene
there are three women being judged in the court. The questions they are asked make
them laugh. The laughter is contagious in the courtroom and one by one people leave
the room laughing. This is the transformative way of laughter. Feminists, as in the
movie, laugh or cause laughter as a reaction to the ridiculousness of the system and the
patriarchal “rules” of representation, for instance in the Fine Arts or anything female in
general53. It is not necessary for laughter to point out the dogmatism of patriarchy. The
point is that laughter creates the space for questioning if there is another way rather than
the one that “is”. This is the exact purpose of Anna Tara’s music. Anna Tara is a musician in the groups Hljómsveitt and Reykjavíkurdætur but also makes her own music independently. In Hljómsveitt’s videoclip “ég elska að fá það”54 , Anna Tara and her sister
ridicule the ability of a man to make a woman come during sexual intercourse. That is
in order to underline that women also want to experience sexual completion and its importance to them.
Bakhtin described laughter as the destruction of singular meaning and fear. Laughter according to him does not insist on sameness of history but newness. It “liberates
from fanaticism” 55. Laughter is the opposite of numbness.
In Bell Hooks’ phrase “white supremacist imperialist capitalist patriarchy” describing the patriarchal system we are part of, the audience listening to her started
laughing56. It was not that Bell Hooks was intending to be funny but the audience reacted to the sentence’s uncomfortable meaning. In the hands of art, laughter has the same
effect.
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In Nancy Spero’s hieroglyphics on collage Sheela and Wilma, which is an art piece
where women are not fetishised, the women are the “disavowal” of appropriated womanhood and their representation is carnivalesque 57.
Carnivalesque is not what society knows as true nor proper. Between what society
accepts and what Spero created, there is some space. That space makes the two makes
the possibility of the art piece, Wilma and Sheela as they are depicted, to exist in reality.
Funny and/or shocking creates newness. A new female body representation is projected
through art pieces like Wilma and Sheela 58.
Jenny Holzer once said “to write a quality cliché you have to come up with something new”59. Laughter and the shock factor in the feminist artist’s hands is a form of
manipulation of the established masculine ways of doing things and representing them.
Another artistic example of this kind is Barbara Kruger, who has been manipulating advertising methods in order to expose the negative effect it has on society.
As Kruger answers, her work is attempting to include the female observer in the
audience. In order to achieve this, she had to destroy a specific way of representation60.
Within the limits of patriarchy, where heterosexuality exists as male above female,
laughter and the shock factor in the hands of feminists break this imbalance and female
oppression from the system itself. It is a systemic revolution where laughter and shock
factor are the tools.
Metaphorically even, feminist laughter functions as a Trojan Horse. It enters the
enemy with his/her approval. Then, it attacks the enemy from within. Laughter creates a
new oral and visual language, where women can speak on their own terms. From fantasy to reality, laughter is a pedagogical method to express the new probabilities of female
existence. That is also what happens with the shock factor. For instance, by watching
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the videoclip pussypics for the first time 61, where a vagina during period is depicted for
most of the video clip, the audience that was shocked in the beginning becomes more
accustomed to the view of a vagina.
About jokes, Freud wrote that “either they strengthen the purposes which they
serve, by bringing assistance to them from impulses that are kept suppressed, or they
put themselves entirely at the service of suppressed purposes”62.
Feminist humor and the shock factor can also be expressed as irony. Irony can add
up to meaning. Irony does not copy “reality”. Irony can unroll the codes of a society and
add something new to them. Hence, Feminism in art and its tools of laughter and shock
are used as tools for social realism and true representation.
Laughter and the shock factor do not necessarily make people agree with the joker
(in this case the feminist artist), but they definitely create an opening towards this direction. Laughter is a way for feminist resistance. The shock factor is a way of feminist
attack. Through something socially or visually unacceptable and therefore shocking,
feminists open new conversations about women’s representation, such as in the music
video “Pussypics”. As Anna Tara explains, the video was made in order to make the
audience more accustomed to the view of a vagina in general, but also during period 63.
Laughter can be contagious and make the audience agree with another existing opinion,
or perhaps the new rule or social code. Laughter exhibits the approved and at the same
time applauds the uncomfortable. Humor in feminist hands goes hand in hand with
shock factor, if it’s not precisely the same tool. It is contradicting, it is re-energising and
it is definitely revolutionary.
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3. Documentary as a medium. A feminist perspective.
3.1. What is the importance of documentaries?
In “The voice of documentary” Bill Nichols refers to documentaries as “forms of
re-presentation, never clear windows onto reality where the filmmaker is the fabricator
of meaning”64. It is the re-presentation of a factual situation, which can be social or historical, that makes documentaries important to us. Documentaries can be used as means
for education. It is of great importance that the filmmaker attempts to re-present reality
as well and realistically as possible. Therefore, the ethical part in the documentary is the
responsibility of the filmmaker. I would like in this instance to offer two examples for
my argument.
Firstly, photographer Kevin Carter, in his trip to Africa took a picture of a Sudanese
child dying from hunger and a vulture waiting for the child to die65, so it could eat it.
This photograph raised many ethical questions on the use of photography. Many did not
understand why the photographer did not save the child (even though we do not know if
he did after the capture of the photo). The answer on the morality of photography was
that as a photographer, the ethical thing to do is to capture reality as it is. The filmmaker
ought to do the same when making films. The filmmaker’s goal and purpose is not to
save the situation or create a scene that is easy to digest, but to capture reality in a way
that is as representative as possible. That is the value of the documentary and the filmmaker’s award. Otherwise, the film would not be representative but unsuccessfully fictional. Of course above all, the life of a person is important. But if the filmmaker would
attempt to save every child on his/her way instead of filming it, in order to show it to
people in developed countries, his/her work would not have any interaction and impact
on a bigger audience.
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On the other hand, documentarians manipulate a lot of their archives. The documentary is collided like any other film.
Of course the style of a documentary is personal but it is a vital part of the documentary making process to edit the video archives, so the audience can absorb the message of the documentary. The second example that I would like to discuss about the ethical responsibility of the filmmaker comes along with the Zapruder film.66 The Zapruder
film is a short amateur video that shows the assassination of President Kennedy in 1968.
The original video is 22 seconds of 8-mm film and it is impossible to distinguish
the brutality of the shot, since it is so fast 67. However, when it is slowed down, the audience can catch the shot and experience the whole situation. Therefore, the filmmaker
needs to distort and manipulate to some extend the documentary’s archives in order to
extrapolate the meaning in the documentary itself68.
While “Ethos” cannot be measured in numbers, as Nichols explains, developing a
sense of ethical regard becomes a vital part of the documentary filmmaker´s professionalism69. The documentarian understands the fragility of making a documentary. His/her
responsibility lies with the ability to combine manipulation of the material (editing) and
representing with it reality as it, with his/her own artistic style.
Inter-culturally and throughout different historical eras, the documentary has the
ability to provide the audience with further knowledge. It is the documentation of reality
that creates open-mindedness and further understanding for the viewer. Even the rewriting of history, when the “weaker side” is represented. Examples of this are films
like Hvað er svona merkilegt við það? (2015) and The Black Panthers: Vanguard of the
revolution (2015).
Documentaries exhibit history and also sculpt, like academia does, they enlighten
the spirit of the human kind. Though, it is of the audience level of receptivity. Docu“The Undamaged Zapruder Film”, filmed November 1963, Youtube Video, 1:25, posted by
“Robert Harris”, April 2008, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kq1PbgeBoQ4&t=17s.
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mentaries are not the only way to create change and understanding, but are one important contemporary tool for education, representation, voice and philosophical and political thinking. Documentaries are a way to carry within time, the meaning and explanation of the natural and anthropological structure, in the past, the present and the formation of the future. That is the documentary’s holiness and ability for mediation70 .

3.2. The six documentary modes according to Bill Nichols
According to Bill Nichols there are six modes of representation for documentaries.
In the courses of Applied Studies in Culture and Communication, these modes are used
in order to categorise documentaries into groups. These groups of documentaries are as
follows:
1) The Expository Documentary,
2) The Observational Documentary,
3) The Interactive or Participatory Documentary,
4) The Poetic Documentary,
5) The Performative Documentary and
6) The Reflexive Documentary7172 .

All of these modes describe which tools and methods the filmmaker has used in the
making of the documentary and every mode collects some common characteristics of
documentaries.
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1) The Expository Documentary
The easiest way to describe these documentaries are those with the “god like” explanatory voice that informs the audience. The concepts discussed are passed by as true
in a given specific time and space frame. For instance, a documentary about fascist
Adolf Hitler leading Germany in World War II could be of this category. The use of the
voice is to make the audience believe that the film is non-fictional and that is why it
usually offers historical information. Unfortunately the expository documentary is incomplete. Often the “god-like” voice appears to be a commentary rather than an epistemological position, especially when the documentary’s concept is within a non-western
culture, filmed by a western filmmaker73. The documentary can then “sound” unrepresented or wrongly represented.

2) The Observational Documentary
The observational documentary can consist of interviews. As put by Nichols it is a
mode that “stresses the nonintervention of the filmmaker”74.
The interview tactic, in comparison to the “god-like” voice, acts like a better proof
of what is real and offers more than just the opinion of the filmmaker. It adds a social
acceptance aspect in the documentary. It is a very useful mode for ethnographic representation and documentation75. It is very informative, especially for the western developed world, which is the pioneer in documentary filmmaking, at least for now. It is a
mode that can capture a timeframe or cultural behaviour in the historical world76 . The
two modes above hide the work of production and filmmaking77.

3) The Interactive Documentary
Interactive documentaries arose from the knowledge that the filmmaker exists behind the documentary. It is a result of the two previous modes. Interactive documen73
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taries make the movie more of an experience where the audience is within the process
of filmmaking, but real life as well. Sometimes interactive documentaries use past
archival footage to make the meaning of the documentary more realistic. In the interactive documentary, the social actors interact with the filmmaker78. The interactive mode
makes the camera a part of the “show” if the documentary could be compared to a theatrical play. It is as if the social actors testify to the filmmaker rather than an interview.
Evidence is provided by them in a more sentimental way79.
Interactive documentaries show the social exchange between the filmmaker and the
social actors. The ability to see the filmmaker is a part of the film. It appears to be a sort
of dialogue between the filmmaker and the social actors. The interactive mode hides the
power the filmmaker holds by directing this conversational exchange80.

4) The Poetic Documentary
Poetic documentaries act as a way to modernise the aesthetic of documentaries. Poetic documentaries experiment with tools used in fictional movies81. In poetic documentaries the audio visual experience of the audience is a more creative experience. Methods used are: haunting music, specific colours etc.82
A very good example of this type of documentary is San Soleil (1982). The audience watching the documentary about human living experiences the documentary as if it
is a fictional representation of life on earth. The combination music and the visual create this illusion. In poetic documentaries the social actors often do not become fully involved characters 83. Poetic documentaries create visual associations, are often innovative and attempt to push conventional boundaries of representation. They use historical
material but in an experimental and creative way.
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5) The Performative Documentary
Both poetic and performative documentaries make the audience question what is
actually knowledge84. Whether knowledge can be drawn out of historical events or by
the intuition of the observer. Performative documentaries base their creation on memories and experiences of the individual/actor. Performative documentaries are somehow
an autobiographical comment on a bigger issue 85.
Often the actors explain a traumatic past event and there is usually a sort of animation of an event in the past for the audience, for instance a soldier speaking about war
experience86.
The performative documentary emphasises that the world that surrounds us can be
better understood when it is visually enriched with the experience and memories of it in
the past87. The performative documentary pays attention to the person, not the event as a
whole. Performative documentaries often put emphasis on the local instead of the national or general. They succeed in making the personal experience a means to change
the political perspective 88.

6) The Reflexive Documentary
A great example of this mode is the documentary The Thin Blue Line (1988). Reflexive documentaries somehow move within historical events and often do not have
enough evidence from testimonies, exactly like in The Thin Blue Line’s storyline.
Reflexive documentaries also often do not use social actors, but real actors, in order
to perform and reenact a situation that has already happened. Reflexive documentaries
create caution for the observer. The observer is often not sure where the documentary
will go. He/she does not know what to expect. According to Nichols “the reflexive
mode emphasises epistemological doubt”89 and that is its value.
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The reflexive documentary appears to be somehow surreal, because the filmmaker
attempts to return to the same question(s) the documentary tries to resolve again and
again in a poetic way90. The reflexive documentary is a form of cross-examination of
the reality of what is represented 91. It is innovative and has been used for political
change, or at its minimum as a political trigger92.

3.3. The feminist documentary as a reflexive mode
The feminist documentary started as an experimental documentation of womanhood in the 70s, hypothesising how women were without guilt or appropriateness. This
is what feminist documentaries began to represent in their early stage of experimentation93. Women in feminist documentaries usually tell their stories, whether domestic or
not, and break the secretive manner about women’s life 94. Women’s identity up until
then was shaped by their domestic lifestyle, the place of the housewife and her housewife friends. The place where men are absent most of the time and women, including
their daughters, socialise, consult one another and develop a bond between womanhood.
At the time women were depicted in films as a part of the melodrama in their own domestic life95. Women’s Liberation Movement was expanding at the time. Their political
tool was the consciousness-raising group. This group of women started to re-evaluate
the experience of womanhood up until then and began to illuminate it. This social representation of women by the patriarchal system was the starting point where women understood the wrong power relations and the power of collective action they withhold.
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The fact that women discovered this oppression in a collective sense was the starting
point for them to address it. The first feminist documentaries address these problems. As
Julia Lesage explains, this collective process helped break down the sense of guilt for
women’s own problems and created a sense of mutual support which gave women the
power to act96.
In the years to come feminist filmmakers began to portray the domestic lifestyle
and inner voice of women in various ways. Because of the experimental nature of this
period, feminist documentaries in the 70s could easily be considered Avant-garde filmmaking97, but in reality a new category of documentaries was emerging as its own
genre.
Lesage comments that as women’s art, feminist documentaries, attempt in a similar
way to conscious raise groups, to communicate what women have known to be happening in the domestic sphere for years and in that sense explain and claim back women’s
identity, in women’s terms98.
Feminist documentaries allow the audience to experience what it is to be a woman
in reality and create the need to learn more about womanhood. They are immediately
reflexive. The feminist documentary is not as Lesage calls “slices of experience”, but as
she explains, “these stories serve a function aesthetically in reorganising women viewers’ expectations derived from patriarchal narratives and in initiating a critique of those
narratives” 99. Even when the social actors speak in feminist documentaries they serve
the purpose of criticism and re-phrase the “codes” of communication and transaction as
they have been and as they should be for women100. They outline how women are but
haven’t been represented to be. That is the feminist documentary’s success in representation of reality. The feminist documentary has opened a discussion for feminists, to say
96
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at least, where the imbalance of power is being re-formed and gender roles are being
examined. It is in a way a tool for political philosophy in contemporary society101.
In conclusion, feminist documentaries have been and are an intellectual tool for
women, within the patriarchal system of organisation. With feminist documentaries,
there is a new space where women’s depiction is challenged in contemporary society102.
Even though feminist documentaries go way back to the 70s, as another means of
mediation for the Women’s Liberation Movement, they have not yet reached an actual
position within the filmmaking industry around the world103. They are often used for
academic reasons especially in the fields of Gender Studies, anthropology and political
studies. Also, usually, if one does not have direct contact with Feminism the possibilities to choose to watch a feminist documentary are usually fewer.
It is important to understand that reflexivity and consciousness-raising go hand in
hand. Both of them create awareness of social form and structure and determine that
new forms of structure can be created, both theoretically and practically on a social level. Feminist documentaries have achieved the juxtaposition of alternative positions and
subjectivities, and they even question the production systems104.
Feminist documentaries have succeeded in questioning the established system, but
unfortunately are not easily accessible for audiences, unless the audience searches
specifically for feminist documentaries. Even then, there are very few distributors that
offer access to feminist documentaries. For instance, how many feminist documentaries
exist on platforms like Netflix? How many are they total? How many cooking shows
are there? Questions like these raise issues for the need of support and promotion for
feminist filmmakers. Of course, “do it yourself (DIY)” movies have their own impact,
but in a digital society, commonly used platforms like YouTube and Vimeo are not
enough. Nor are there very many film festivals that at least allow nudity in a non101
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pornographic way, as a new way of female body representation (which YouTube and
often Vimeo do not allow).
Feminist documentaries need to reach a wider audience and in order to be able to
do so, feminist filmmakers need to be approached from the market and the film industry
itself, as the product of social progress.

3.4. Female Kings as a feminist documentary
Bill Nichols referred to two kinds of documentaries. The documentaries of wishfulfilment and those of social representation105. Documentaries of wish-fulfilment make
the social reality visible and express the infinite possibility of positive change. On the
other hand, documentaries of social representation can vary from ethnographic documentaries to anthropological representation of what exists within a society or culture.
According to this categorisation, Female Kings can fall under both categories. In
Iceland it would be a documentary of social representation of the Icelandic art feminist
scene and feminists in general, but in non-Scandinavian and perhaps even in other western countries, Female Kings would be a documentary of wish-fulfilment. Perhaps this is
a problem of contemporary Feminism in the era of globalisation. In different places,
Feminism deals with different issues.
As feminist documentaries in the seventies functioned as an activist tool, this is
what I would like to achieve with Female Kings 106.
I want to call out for unison by representing commonly accepted opinions within
the feminist circles in Iceland, but also to motivate and encourage those who are not yet
taking place in the contemporary goals of feminists. Those who are commonly known
as conservatives.
Female Kings can be considered a conscious-raising film. The film attempts to
send a message to the world, that feminists are here to make the change for equality, and
by exposing how Icelandic society is, I want to use it as an example and a spiral for fur105
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ther feminist revolution in the rest of the world, where economic development is not on
the same level as in Iceland.
In Female Kings I had the need to use the power of identification and ignite the
possibility of change instantly and within the individual’s perspective. That is because
the audience knows by watching the movie that this is a true representation of feminist
artists in Iceland and their feminist goals through their art. I would not want to generalise, that artists and feminist go hand in hand always, but it is of a wider acceptance,
that art and Feminism can be provocative. Art can be a force in the use of change and/or
restoration and so is Feminism.
As the rest of the feminist filmmakers, I had the need through this documentary to
forge a collective identity. It is this collective identity that can bring the change from
Iceland, perhaps as an example of equality to other places, especially in a period of fascism and xenophobia. Female Kings can trigger that feeling and motive. Thence, as
mentioned before, while reflexive documentaries have been produced as a way to political change, it could not be far from the truth, that Female Kings is a reflexive feminist
documentary with the same purpose.

4. The execution of the project Female Kings
4.1. Time invested in the project
The project took me almost three semesters, to form the idea and then execute it.
Halla Kristín Einarsdóttir had already informed me that projects like mine take a lot of
time. I started to think of what I would like to do in my final Thesis in September 2017
but started working on the project in January 2018, when I started filming and reading
books about feminism and art. At that point I also decided to work 50% so I could manage time-wise and work on my video. Money-wise I unfortunately could not afford to
buy my own equipment, but I could use equipment from the University of Iceland. In
filming if there is a will, there is a way.
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4.2. Working my idea
In the beginning it was very difficult to form the specific idea I wanted to put in my
Thesis. I only knew it had to be a movie about feminist artists and that it would perhaps
have a political message. I also knew I wanted to work with artists my age. Halla
Kristin suggested I should make a map with names of the artists and the ideas that came
up. I did so and in the long term it helped me a lot with the project! When I had decided
that the project would be about Art, Feminism and Politics, I ordered 22 books on Amazon, on subjects such as Art and Feminism, women and power, gender bias and others.
In that way, I would somehow know what I wanted to work with.
In the process of filming and reading I found where I wanted to go, both in the
video and in the essay. By the end of May 2018, I had filmed almost everything I needed. I had filmed all the interviews and started the editing process. At the same time, I
contacted all the artists who were shown in the video for their copyright on their art,
whether it was a picture or a video. That was the most interesting part in the process,
when I realised that copyright law can be very dangerous for filmmakers and could cost
you a lot.
I learned that you cannot film anything you want, just because you saw it on the
street. I also understood the power of money, when I saw that buying a 10 second video
showing an explosion would cost 100$! That also taught me that if you want something
you always have to have a plan B. It worked most of the time.
The most interesting and exciting thing with the copyright issues was that when I
said I wanted to make a documentary about women my age taking place in feminism,
all artists with no exception, even people I didn't know, agreed to either meet me, send
me their work (videos, pictures, music) and allowed me to use it!
During this process I learned a lot and the constant use of Final Cut Pro X has already given me immense knowledge and patience. Of course I made many mistakes
while filming. For instance, in the video with Anna Tara I did not record the audio with
both cameras. This is where creative thinking in filmmaking comes in.
In May, I had summed up that I was working with three feminist artists today in
Iceland. Their field of discussion would be: Motherhood and its representation, the
Rape Culture, and laughter and/or extremities as a feminist tool of persuasion. I worked
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intensely and almost quit my job for about two months in order to complete the project
on time. It was worth it.

4.3. The interviews
The video consists of three interviews, although I recorded five interviews total.
The interviews I used were with Anna Tara Andrésdóttir, Vigdís Howser and Camilla
Reuter.
The procedure was very similar in all cases. I always used two SONY PXW-Z150
XDCAM camcorders and two lights for the lighting of the interviewee and his/her environment. Most of the time one camera was constantly still, on a stand, while I held the
other so I could film from different locations in the environment. Most of the time the
interviewee sat down and talked.
The girls never asked me what the exact questions were and I did not have a list,
though I knew what I wanted to get from each one of them. Therefore, I could guide
their monologue somewhere.
The most difficult part, if not just tiring, is that when you film an interview, the
filmmaker’s expression sets the atmosphere’s orientation and attitude. I had to communicate even congratulate my interviewees with nods and signals and they would understand somehow what I wanted from them in the video. Every interview took about 1-2
hours.

4.4. Audio
The documentary films two singers (Anna Tara and Vigdís). Of course I used their
music during their interviews and by showing parts of their video clips. I do consider it
a way of thanking them for their help and it is a good advertisement for their music ca-
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reer if the documentary goes viral. Their music is also their feminist art. I had to put
some of their music in the documentary 107108109110111.
At the same time, I added music during most of the interviews. Sometimes very
low in volume for entertainment reasons. It thought it would be emotionless to not have
audio when the interviewees were speaking.
The music files I used were:
“Loyalty Freak Music-Hope and Love”, which I downloaded from www.freemusicarchives.org and is, according to the artist’s comment, free for use in video projects112,
“Summer- Benjamin Tissot (Bensound)”113 found in www.bensound.com .
Likewise I used a couple of audio files called “psycho scream”, “toddler laugh”,
“woman screaming 2”, “work it baby”, “baby gibberish” and “cat meow”, which I
found in www.soundbible.com.
Also, I bought two files online with cinematic audience laughing. One is called
“Laughter and Applause” and the second “Crowd Laughter”. According to the contract,
I may use each of them a single time. I only used one of them. The receipts can be
found on the last pages of this essay.
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4.5. Video footage
The music videos were intended to enrich the documentary visually. While the
documentary films artists, all of the video footage and audio were in reality an exhibition of the artists’ work.
In order to attain the use of the videos (including those who are video-clips) I contacted the artists and asked for approval to use their work. In any case, I would not want
to claim these art pieces (art videos) to be of my own creation. Their copyrights belong
to the artists that created them. It is my great feminist pleasure though, to get such help
from them, to be able to use them as a feminist reference for my project.
On the other hand, I used videos that were open to the public domain that I found
online at www.videvo.net. All of the videos can be used for free and are used in the
documentary in order to enrich it visually. The majority of these videos are in the intro
of the documentary but several are spread within the movie as well.

4.6. Pictures
In the documentary there are several pictures. The pictures do not always have a
name. For instance, during Vigdís’ interview I used six pictures that depict six different
vaginas, painted by Klara Rosatti. They can be found on the Facebook page Völvan. I
also used multiple pictures of men, in Vigdís’ part, when she talks about guys hitting on
her, that I found on www.pixabay.com and can be used freely.
Finally, I used the orange picture that Edda Ýr Garðarsdóttir made as a symbol of
sexual assault114. I contacted her and she gave me the permission to do so.
The copyrights of the pictures or art, belong individually to the artists themselves,
and I hope they can provide them with good advertisement through Female Kings. The
reason I wanted to use them was for a bigger feminist purpose. That is, I believe, for the
same reason that the artists allowed me to use their work in the documentary.

Ritsjórn Kvennablaðsins, “ Myndgerum vandann-Skiptum um prófílmynd!”, Kvennablaðið,
June 5, 2015. Accessed July 8, 2018, http://kvennabladid.is/2015/06/05/myndgerum-vandannskiptum-um-profilmynd/.
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4.7. Equipment used and the cost of the documentary
Every single time I filmed I used the cameras and equipment that the University of
Iceland owns and provides. I always used two SONY PXW-Z150 4K XDCAM camcorders, two lights, one stand and the interviewees’ microphone.
The cost of the movie has been only 10 USD, for the audio I bought. It could have
been much more expensive, for instance if I wanted to use pictures that the Photography
museum owns.
I contacted them and the cost of buying the rights to use one picture in a movie is
about 10700 ISK each. Therefore, as I could not afford to invest in the documentary
both time (not working in order to study or film and edit the video) and money which I
already did not have. I decided to find ways to make the movie as visually rich as I
could afford to, money-wise and in the end time-wise.

5. Conclusion
5.1. Conclusion
The purpose of this project was to depict how the feminist status is today and what
feminists are aiming to tackle in 2018. The selection of feminist artists and not another
occupation, was because artists are often very revolutionary. Artists are also easier to be
heard from the audience than just an academic paper. In Female Kings I wanted to provide an insight of the definitions of motherhood in a contemporary society and question
the position of motherhood in parenthood and in womanhood in general. Also Female
Kings wanted to collect information about the rape culture and inform the audience of
what that includes and how we can take place to eliminate it. Finally, Female Kings
wanted to emphasise that feminists of 2018 can be funny and have great humor.
As a visual project Female Kings aims to make the female body more visible and
raise the volume of the feminist voice.
In order to achieve that, the project is built upon scholarly documents and theories
on Gender Studies and Film Studies. Art is used as a contemporary representation and
way of acceptance towards the audience. Art is used in the hands of feminist goals.
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The conclusions I came across at the end of working with these three feminist
artists, were that Feminism has exposed a lot the patriarchal abuse of the system, but we
haven’t yet reached the ideal place of equality. For instance, the definition of motherhood has changed today, both in art representation and society in general. Feminist artist
have created more space for women in Art History to define motherhood themselves,
from their own perspective, opening up the space for gay parents as well. Also, Feminism has offered women the space to express the negative side of motherhood, exposing
the false belief for many years that motherhood was the only need a woman had. Today
motherhood is a role in womanhood, not the complete definition of a woman. Feminism
has given a more honest representation of the mother.
At the same time, working with the rape culture, I understood the importance of
campaigns such as the Slut Walk and Free the Nipple, but most of all the importance of
artists like Vigdís Howser who speak up for rape victims, in order to inform and educate
the audience of the causes of the rape culture. It made me realise how deep the problem
of patriarchy is and that in order to break down the rape culture, both men and women
need to adopt a different approach towards it.
Furthermore, I realised that feminists still keep on working towards equality making fun of the patriarchal system and breaking it down with a shocking attitude. That is
the joy Feminism offers and the sociopolitical leadership it serves.
My personal experience has not only been been of theoretical knowledge but of
technical as well. This is one of the biggest projects I have worked on myself and it only
gave me pleasure and challenge. Working for such a long time with Final Cut Pro X, I
realised the importance of writing all the interviews down, in order to be able to edit the
video faster. I realised the importance of preparing the interviewees. In that sense, providing them with questions before the interview, so I (the filmmaker) wouldn’t have to
guide the conversation towards the message I needed.
Completing the documentary, if I had to do it again, I would perhaps use this version of Female Kings as a guide. Though, I learned so many things in Final Cut Pro X,
that if I hadn’t gone through this process, I wouldn’t have attained all the knowledge I
have earned today with this documentary completed.
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I hope Female Kings can make people understand what Icelandic feminists aim to
achieve through their art and the importance of the three subjects being analysed. I believe that Female Kings’ context can be shocking to many, but I also believe that for
many more it can be an entertaining feminist documentary, where contemporary women
are being heard and represented. I hope that Female Kings will export knowledge on the
rape culture, the new ways to define and represent motherhood and the liberating methods feminist artists use in order to promote their beliefs.
The process of making the documentary was very deliberating for myself and I
wish it can be that for others too.
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